




















































the USPHS and continuing influence to about
1965 through almost daily telephone conversa
tions with Gordon McCallum. The latter became
the head of the Wasltington nc. Office of
Engineering Science when he retired from the
USPHS c. 1966. When Congress sltifted the
pollution control programs from the USPHS in
1965 to the Department of the Interior, they
dismantled the federal government portion of
this infrastructure, a scientific-engineering
professional group, and politicized it The con
servationist groups came into control, and then in
1970, when EPA came into being, the day of the
lawyer arrived. From that point on money was
disseminated according to new rules, and new
relationsltips had to be built with the universities.
Later, the National Science Foundation entered
more strongly into the picture, filling some of the
resulting void. An abundance of funding was
available in the late 1960's and early 1970's and
so the change in structure was not particularly
noticeable or detrimental to research funding.
But by the time of PL 92-500 in 1972, the past
precedents and traditions were broken and this
was soon fell in ~ drying up of monies and by
1975 EPA was trying to kill the training grant
program. This drying up has been felt in practice
as the knowledge capital developed in the
1960's, the basis for billions of dollars in capital
expenditures during the intervening years, has
not been expanded commensurate with the
magnitude of the task.

Well before 1975 AEEP was trying to build
new bridges with the federal agencies. This was
established quickly \vit.l-t NSF under Dr. .Arthur
Ezra and Dr. Edward Bryan, but their program
had a modest budget. The ties with EPA have
been maintained over the years to an extent. But
the scale of EPA operations, its mandates from
Congress, and the multiplicities of constituencies
have combined to make difficult a replication of
the close ties paralleling the days of Harvey
Ludwig and Gordon McCallum. Strong rapports
were re-instituted in the 1980's, to be sure, but
the love affair with academia was gone.
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Thomas R. Camp, Chair of the 1960 Conference
(John E. Bates, Camp, Dresser, McKee)









































































































SIDEBAR: WATER POLLUTION CONROL
FEDERATION

The organization we now call the Water Pollution
ConJrol Federalion (WPCF) had ils origin al a meeling
ofthe Conference ofStale Sanitary Engineers in
Buffalo, New York on October 14,1926.

George W, Fuller, Willem Rudolfs, andArthur
Bedell were invited to sit in on the discussion, and Dr"
Rudolphs arguedfor a belter medium to publish
research papers. The concept ofthe presenJ
organization was given by George FulIer, with the
following poinJs., (1) a naJionaJ 'ewage organizalion is
not feasible because few operators could obtain
authorization to attend a convenrion located several
hundred miles di'tanl, (2) desired results could be
obtained Uy strengthening existing stale sewage works
associations antiformation ofnew ones as municipal
offlCials would be inclined to support trips within one's
own stale, particularly If requested by the ,tale healJh
department, (3) a journal should be published and
distributed to every member at a moderate price.
Following this, the movement grew. using the platforms
afforded al ASCE and AWWA meeting,., In particular,
Harrison P. Eddy used his ASCE Committee on Stream
PollUlion Maners, to discuss the concept. The idea of
expanding AWWA was considered notfeasible because
offUUl1lCial reason', as oUllined by Abel Wobnan
While the deliberalions showed prudence and he,ilancy
in slarting another organization, the case in/avor was
overwhebning and theftrst meeting ofthe Board of
COnJrolwas held in Chicago on October 16,1928 in
which a constitution and bylaws were developed" The
organizalion had 41I members in 1928, 6,346 in 1954,
and 16,573 in 1969, and 25,335 in 1976, Regi,tralwn al
the Annual Conferences has been 14,000 in recent
years, growing from 4800 in 1968. The rapid growth
from 1950 through the present reflected the increasing

public awareness ofpollUlion a, a naJional problem,
and the Federalion became aware ofthe need for a
public awareness program" Recalling the words,
however, ofExecuJive Secretary Willilun Wisely, who
stated, "the Federation will be wasting its money on a
public re/aliens program as long as the word sewage is
in its name", the Board in 1960 changed the namefrom
the Federalion ofSewage and Indu,trial Wastes to the
Waler PollUlion Control Federalwn. Its namefrom the
founding to 1950 was "Federalion ofSewage Works
Associations" .

The WPCF ha' always been, along with AWlVA, an
organization with evident vitality, related to its
importanJ roles in operator training, plant operationr,
research, legislative ana~ysjs, recommendalions on
naJional policies, publication ofa neededjournal,
sponsoring ofnumerous technical manuals, providing a
forum at conferences for dircussion ofregulatory issues,
legislaJion, and technology transfer, etc. The
conunittees a/the organization have had an important
role in articulaJing and advancing the stale-of-the-ort of
practice in both design and operaJion" The academic
communiJy, joining colleagues in. consulting. operation,
manufactwing, regulation, and administration, has had
conlinuing involvement in the organizalion in
presenIing papers, in c0111111iltees, publishing, assisting
in preparing manuals, etc. Several medal, ofthe
associalwn, in/act reflect lhe role a/various
academics, e.g." GordonM. Fair, Philip F. Morgan,
Thoma, R. Camp, Willem Rudolfs, George I
Schroepfer. Academics who have been president
include: E. Boyce, Jack McKee, and AEEP members
George Schroepfer (1942-43), Richard Engelbrecht
(1977-78) and Earnest Gloyna (1983-84). AEEP has
had membership meetings, Board meetings, and
workshops in conjunction wilh the WPCF Annual
Con/erence o
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7. FUTURE
It is difficult to predict what we will be in

the future. Perhaps we should look at and assess
the direction we are headed. As to where we
may be headed. several guideposts are in front of
us.

First, the vision and the admonishment of
Harvey Ludwig in his hand-written note of
November 8 1965 to Warren Kaufman (Appen
dix E. I. Letter 2) should continue to guide us.
Perhaps AAPSE/AEEP has shown "professional
leadership" as Harvey has said was its purpose.
Perhaps we have a track record of "professional
excellence". a quality which everyone proclaims
to strive for (and have). Harvey admonishes that
for the profession to have it, our academic "set
up must have it". While we may feel such
qualities exist within AEEP. usually they are a
matter of judgement. and. perhaps. we can be
sure they are present only if confirmed by others.
Guideposts on whether this has occurred are in
our track record. The professional leadership, if
it has been achieved. is a quality intended to
endure and to characterize AEEP for the future.
as well as for the past. Certainly, there is little
question that our founders epitomized these
qualities.

Second, the remarks by Past-President
Earnest Gloyna at the 1988 Annual Meeting on
the vision of the founders are pertinent. Needed
was a viable organization that could unify the
academic segment of the profession and to speak
with one voice on national policy issues.

Third. the Preface remarks by Past-Presi
dent Richard G. Luthy on the Vision for the next

twenty five years are foresighted and timely.
Here, he mentions the need for our students to
have a strong foundation in engineering and
science fundamentals as a basis for addressing
the problems we can't yet identify. Having the
skills for life-long learning is the goal of our
education process. Self-education is imperative
to avoid technological obsolescence. Whatever
is learned needs to have the quality of being
transferable to new problem areas. Then, the
interdisciplinary educational tradition in which
we have all been indoctrinated, e.g.• chemistry.
microbiology, ecology, etc.• needs to be rein
forced and expanded so that the new problem
areas can be addressed. Concerning national
policy. AEEP itself has to participate in estab
lishing directions for national policies on envi
ronmental research priorities. and on the formu
lation of strategies for environmental regulation.
AEEP has appreciable influence at this time and
this needs to be built upon. And finally, AEEP
needs to expand its membership charter. The
environmental issues we face are diverse and
range from global climate change to toxic wastes
controL We need interdisciplinary and multi
media approaches, as delineated at the 1988
Research Needs Conference which implies
getting involved with other disciplines beyond
our traditional ones. The conventional wisdom
needs to be challenged whenever creativity and
innovation are stifled and the political processes
need to be understood so that roadblocks can be
overcome.
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MILESTONES
Warren J. Kaufman died suddenly, on Nov.

10, 1973, while on a worldng visit in Berkeley,
from sabbatical leave at the Polytechnic Institute
of Milan, in Italy. The AEEP resolution on his
contributions notes his vigor, service, and
dedication to this Association and to his chosen
profession. No one disagrees that he was
considered one of the towering figures in the
profession. His cool, systematic, and pragmatic
demeanor was a vital complement to the styles of
Harvey Ludwig and Earman Pearson.

Earman A Pearson died August 31, 1985.
Professor Pearson's resolve, along with his force
of personality and vision, were essential traits for
the beginning leadership. No one could be
around Professor Pearson without feeling the
"presence" of his forceful personality. Although
he was large in size, for which he had not the
slightest self-consciousness, he exuded a self
confidence which earned to students, colleagues,
and in his positions ofleadership. His accom
plishments were many. He is a legend among
former students and colleagues. In addition to
being a founding member and first president of
AAPSE, he was also a founding member and
first president of IAWPRC.

Gerard A Rohlich died on September 16,
1983. Although short in stature, Gerry was a
giant among his peers. He started his career at
Cooper Union and shortly after WWII, began his

long tenure at the University of Wisconsin at
Madison where he touched the lives of many
engineering and science students. His legacy
goes much beyond his personal accomplishments
and continues in the achievements and contribu
tions of his proteges who now hold leadership
positions in academe, research, government, con
sulting engineering, and industry throughout the
world. One of his favorite comments was, "All
my students know more than I do. I teach them
all that I know and then they go out and learn
more on their own." This humility characterized
Gerry Rohlich. Gerry was recognized as a
leading authority on eurtrophication of lakes and
nutrient removal. As a member of the National
Academy of Engineering, Gerry chaired the
NAS-NAE committee and authored the introduc
tion to the report on Water Quality Criteria.
Gerry was an incisive person who could summa
rize in a few words the results of hours of
discussion. Also he was adept at spanning the
gulfs between engineering, science, and the
pUblic sector. This was recognized in his
appointment as the first C.W. Cook Professor of
Environmental Engineering at the University of
Texas at Austin where, after leaVing Wisconsin,
he held a joint appointment in Civil Engineering
and the Lyndon B. Johnson School of Public
Affairs.
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1. Archive Files.

AEEP Board, Resolution of Board on the life of
Warren 1. Kaufman, Dec. 14, 1973.

Anon. (probably Pearson and Kaufman), The
Case for an American Association gf Sanitary
Engineering Professors, Nov. 15, 1963

This was a position paper for presentation at
Dec. 5 meeting in Chicago. [File 2.1 (1)]

Anon., Draft Statement of Objectives, Nov. 19,
1963 (this was a position paper for the Chicago
meeting and was probably prepared by Pearson,
Kaufman, or Ludwig. [File 2.1(1)]

Anon., Bylaws, American Association ofProfes
sors in Sanitary Engineering, Adopted December
5, 1963. [2.4(1)]

Anon., Articles of Incorporation of American
Association of Professors in Sanitary Engineer
ing, filed by E. A. Pearson and W. J. Kaufman,
Berkeley, Aug. 7, 1964. [2.5(1)]

Anon. The Scope and Objectives and Activities
of the American Association of Professors in
Sanitary Engineering, Dec. 2, 1966. [2.8(2)]

This document is worth reviewing as it
shows how some of the present institutionalized
activites were initiated by this date. Examples
include: testimony, register of programs, educa
tion conference, interactions with federal agen
cies, newsletter, bringing in related disciplines,
co-sponser IAWPR conferences, distinguished
lecturer program.

Anon., Certificate of Amendment of Articles of
Incorporation, Association of Environmental
Engineering Professors, State of California, filed
by W. O. Pipes and M. P. Wanielista, filed on
July 28, 1975. [25(2)]

The amendment was pursuant to the Board
action on May I, 1972, Layfayette, which
changed the name of AAPSE 10 AEEP.

Baumann, E. R., Echelberger, W. F., and Jen
kins, D., American Association of Professors in
Sanitary Engineering, A Report of Progress, First
Draft, May 4, 1971

(unpublished report in fIles of Archives)

Butrico, E A., Man's Changing Environment,
presentation at Annual Meeting, Western
Branch, American Public Health Association,
Salt Lake City, May, 1964. [2.3(1)]

Dick, R. L, Letter to D. Hendricks, September
20,1989.

Eliassen, R., Letter to Warren Kaufman on
AAPSE, Startford, Dec., 19, 1963. [2.7(1)]

Pearson, E.A., Memo to Charter Members,
AAPSE, March 6, 1964. [File 2.1(1)]

Kaufman,W. J., Minutes of the Seattle Meeting
of AAPSE, Oct 10, 1963, Seattle. [2.2(1)]

Kaufman, W. J., Testimony on S. 649 (Muskie
Bill)

Ludwig, H. F., Memo to Persons Participating
in Meeting at Cincinnati on Sept. 6, 1963 for
Formation of American Association of Sanitary
Engineering Professors (AAPSE), Results of
Meeting, Sept., 9, 1963.

Ludwig, H. E, Memo to Members of ASEIB
Subcommittee on Criteria for New Sponsoring
Organizations, Arcadia, May 19, 1965. [2.6(1)]

Harvey Ludwig, one of the founding fathers
of ASEIB (see Kiker letter of June 24, 196510
McKee), developed this position paper for the
Board, 10 support the proposal that AAPSE
become one of the sponsoring organizations of
ASEIB. The proposal was opposed by McKee
and Eliassen (see letters of May 26, 1965, and
June 10, 1965, to Ludwig from McKee and
Eliassen, respectively).
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SUSTAINING MEMBERS· 1989

Amoco 011 Company
Colin G. Grieves
Naperville IL

Brown and Caldwell
Eric F" Mische
Walnut Creek CA

Camp Dresser & McKee
Steven Medlar
Edison, NJ

CH2M-Hill
Glen T. Daigger
Denver. CO

D.W. Ryckman & Assoc.
Inc.
D" W" Ryckman
St" Louis Mo

Eastman Kodak Co.
Richard Poduska
Rochester NY

E ngl n eer I ng -Sclen ce
Nicholas Presecan
Pasadena

HDR Infrastructure, Inc.
Omaha Nebraska

Jnmes M. Montgomery
Rudy J" Tekippe
Pasadena

Lewis Publisher Inc_
Edward E. Lewis
Chelsea. MI

National Sanitation
Foundation
Nina 1. McClelland
Ann Arbor MI

PSC Environmental Services
C. Raben Morris
King of Prussia. PA

The Procter & Gamble
Company
EunNamkung
Cincinnati OH



B. CHARTER DOCUMENTS
B.l ARTICLES OF INCORPORATION
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B.1 ARTICLES OF INCORPORATION

ARTICLES OF INCORPORATION OF
AMERICAN ASSOCIATION OF
PROFESSORS IN SANITARY
ENGINEERING

The undersigned officers of an unincorporated
associatio~ having been heretofore duly authorized so
to do, desiring to fonn a corporation pursuant to the
General Nonprofit Corporation Law of the State of
California, hereby certify as follows:

ARTICLE V • DIRECTORS
(A) The number of directors of this corporation shall
initially be nine.
(B) The names of addresses of the persons who are
appointed to act in the capacity of directors until the
appointment of their successors are:

(C) The by-laws of this corporation shall provide for
the number and tenure of office of the directors, their
powers: duties, compensation, and the manner in
which they shall be chosen and removed from office.

ARTICLE I • NAME
The name of this corporation is: AM E RIC A N
ASSOCIATION OF PROFESSORS IN SANI
TARY ENGINEERING.

ARTICLE II • PURPOSES
The purposes for which this corporation is formed
are:

(A) The specific and primary purpose is to strengthen
and advance the fields of sanitary engineering, water
and air resources, environmental health engineering,
and related fields through cooperation of academic
personnel associated with these fields, and to develop
long-range plans concerning education in the fields of
sanitary engineering, water and air resources,
environmental health engineering, and related fields.
and 10 implement these plans by working with
professional and scientific societies and state federal
agencies.
(B) To have all general purposes and powers
exercisable by a corporation organized and existing
under the Nonprofit Corporation Law of the State of
California which are necessary, desirable or
convenient to carry out the specific and primary
purpose above, including the power to act as trustee
under any trust incidental to the primary objects of the
corporation, and receive, hold. administer, and expend
funds and property subject to such lnlst

E. Ao Pearson

Wo I Kaufman

Go A. Rohlich

I Ao Borchardt

Ro So Engelbrecht

Do ], O'Connor

K 00 Sylvester

c/o University of California
Berkeley. California

c/o University of Texas
Austin. Texas

c/o University of California
Berkeley, California

c/o Clemson College
Clemson, South Carolina

c/o University of Wisconsin
Madison, Wisconsin

c/o University of Michigan
Ann Arbor. Michigan

c/o University of Illinois
Urbana. Illinois

c/o Manhattan College
New York, New York

c/o University of Washington
Seattle. Washington

ARTICLE ill . STATUTORY AUTHORITY
This corporation is organized pursuant to the General
Nonprofit Corporation Law of the State of California.

ARTICLE IV • PRINCIPAL OFFICE
The County in this State Where the principal office for
the transaction of business of this corporation is to be
located is Alameda County.

ARTICLE VI • UNINCORPORATED
ASSOCIATION

The name of the existing unincorporated association
being incorporated is: AMERICAN ASSOCI
ATION OF PROFESSORS IN SANIT ARY
ENGINEERING,
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AFFIDAVIT

STAIE OF CALIFORNIA
COUNTY OF ALAMEDA

E, A, PEARSON and W, 1 PEARSON
Being rust duly swom. depose, and say as follows:
L That they are the president and secretary, respectively, of the unincorporated association being incorporated by
the above articles of incorporation.
rio That said association has duly authorized its incorporation and has authorized the undersigned as its officers to
execute the above articles of incorporation.

DATED: Aueust 7 .1964
E. A, Pearson

EA.PEARSON

W J Kaufman
W,lKAUFMAN

Subscribed and sworn to before me

this __7_day of Aueust 1964

________N.otaIy Public for said County and State

Amended July 25. 1975 by Professors W, O. Pipes and M. P. Wanielista pursuant to May 1. 1972 Board aClion
changing the name of AAPSE to Association of Environmental Engineering Professors -AEEP,
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B.2 BYLAWS - AS AMENDED

BYLAWS OF THE ASSOCIATION OF
ENVIRONMENTAL ENGINEERING
PROFESSORS

Adopted December 5,1963
First Amended October 9,1967 (Terms ofOfJice)

Second Amendment May 6, 1968 (AfJiliale
Membership)

Third Amendment May 2, 1972 (Adoption, Emeritus
Membership, Board)

Fourth Amendment August 1, 1972 (Name Change)
Fifth Ammendment February 8, 1977 (Members,

Election, Terms of 0 fJice)
Sixth Amendment September, 1985 (OfJice of Pa't

President, Su~taining Membership)

The name of !.his organization shall be the
ASSOCIATION OF ENVIRONMENTAL
ENGINEERING PROFESSORS, hereinafter
referred to as the Association and abbreviated "AEEP."

2,07

To assist its members in achieving their
legitimate professional objectives in
situation involving public agencies,
professional societies, and other groups
concerned with planning, development, and
management of natural resources.

To establish policy on matters concerning
the interest of the members and the functions
of those pertinent professional and scientific
societies in which have professional
interests.

To examine the adequacy of graduate
curricul~ of entrance requirements and of
physical facilities for the purposes of
establishing criteria and of leading to the
bettennent of education in environmental
engineering and related fields,

To provide assistance to state professional
boards, civil service boards, and other
groups charged with the licensmg and
regulation of the environmental engineering
and related professions.

ARTICLE II • OBJECTIVES

The opjectives of Association shall be:

2.01 To strengthen and advance the field of
environmental engineering and related fields
through cooperation of academic personnel
associated with these fields,

2.02 To present a unified position on questions
concerned with natural resources on the local
and national levels by the exchange of
infonnation and ideas among the
membership.

To develop long-range plans concerning
education in environmental engineering and
related fields, and to implement these plans
by working with professional and scientific
societies and fellow professionals in the
public and private sectors.

To assist federal and state agencies, through
advisory and consultative services. in the
development of programs related to the
education of personnel in environmental
engineering and related fields.

To establish policies for the guidance of its
members and to assist its members in matters
relating to the development of academic and
research programs at individual institutions.
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2.10 To establish an information service that
keeps its member infoInled about
develnpmp.nt~ LTl ':"!~.virc!L'TIer:t~ er:g:':::.:.r:r:g
and related fields at the national and local
levels.

2,11 To serve as a represer:tauve of the Ur.itcd
States to International organizations
interested in research and education in
environmental engineering and related
fields.

ARTICLE III • MEMBERSHIP

Member. Full Membership shall be
restricted to persons of professorial rank: in
environmental engineering or related fields
at academic institutions.

Emeritus Member" Upon retirement. a former
AEEP member who has been active in the
Association may be nominated by a Member
for the grade of Emeritus Member. The
nomination shall be forwarded to the Board
of Directors who shall examine and vote on
the merits of the case. Two-thirds of a
quorum of the Board of Directors shall be
required in support of the case to elect the
nominee to the grade of Emeritus member.
The Emeritus Membership shall continue for
the life of the member and all dues will be
waived. A suitable certificate shall be
presented to the Emeritus Member by the
Association.



3.03

3.04

3.05

Affiliate Member. Affiliate Membership in
the Association shall be available to
qualified persons who are ineligible for
Membership as described in Article 3.,QJ, but
who are associated with an academic program
in environmental engineering or relaLCd
fields. Affiliate Members shall not have
voting rights nor shall they be eligible to
serve as members of the Board of Directors.
Individuals included in any of the three
following categories are eligible for Affiliate
Membership:

(a) Individuals who hold or have held,
as their principal employment,
teaching or research positions
associated with programs in
environmental engineering or
related fields in academic
ins ti tu lions.

(b) Individuals primarily employed
outside academia who also hold
academic appointments in an
envirornnental engineering or
related field program or who have
made noteworthy contributions to
education in environmental
engineering or related fields.

(c) Professors in foreign universities
who would qualify for Membership
were it not for their geographical
location., Professors from other
North American countries. because
of their unique opportunities to
participate in AEEP activities.
shall be eligible for either Affiliate
Membership or Membership of
AEEP,

Except for professors from other
North American countries, persons
eligible for Membership are
ineligible for Affiliate
Membership.

Sustaining Member. Sustaining
Membership shall be available to individuals
and organizations whose concern for
education in environmental engineering and
related fields stimulates them to assist in
strengthening university programs devoted
to this area. Sustaining Members shall have
rights and privileges of Members with the
exception of the rights to vote and to serve
as a member of the Board of Directors.

Election to Membership. Eligible
individuals or organizations may join AEE?
upon application to the Association and
upon payment of the prescribed dues.

3.06 Duration of Membership: Membership shall
be continuous unless terminated by
nonpayment of dues. resignation. or change
of occupational status.

ARTICLE IV • DUES AND FINANCES

4 .. 01 Payment of dues. For each member, the
annual dues to the association shall b~

determined by the board of directors and shall
be payable to the Secretary-Treasurer by 1
February of each year.

4,,02 Any member whose dues have not been paid
by 1 February shall be given notice of such
default by the Secretary-Treasurer prior to 1
April. If the dues remain unpaid by the end of
the calendar year, the defaulter shall be
removed from membership" Membership
may be reinstated by submitting a letter of
application to the Association and upon
payment of the prescribed dues for the current
year"

4.03 Control of Funds. The Secretary-Treasurer
shall be responsible for the receipt of dues
and other income to the Association. the
deposit and custody of such funds, and the
payment of proper bills. subject to general
fiscal policies prescribed by the beard of
Directors and subject also to the scrutiny of
the Audit Committee"

ARTICLE V • ORGANIZATION

5,,01 Board of Directors. The affairs of the
Association shall be managed by a Board of
Directors under such rules, policies, and
procedures as the Board of Directors may
detennine, subject to the specific conditions
of the Bylaws and actions of the Members at
Annual or Special Meetings of the full
membership.

5.02 Officers" The officers of the Association
shall be the President. the Vice-President.
the Secretary-Treasurer and the Past
President All officers shall first be dUly
elected members of the Board of Directors
except the Past-President Who shall be an
officer by virtue of previous office and may
serve an additional year beyond the elected
term.

5.03 Headquarters, The offices or headquarters of
the Association shall be located at the
discretion of the President and with the
concurrence of the board"
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REPORT OF AMERICAN SANITARY ENGINEERING INTERSOCIETY BOARD STUDY
CONFERENCE ON GRADUATE EDUCATION OFSANITARY ENGINEERS,
CAMBRIDGE, MASS. JUNE 27·29, 1960

INTRODUCTION

The program was as follows:

Monday. 27 June, 1960

Tuesday. 28 June. 1960

It was also agreed that committees should be established
to lead discussion groups for Sanitary Science courses
and for the accreditation of graduate curricula in sanitary
engineering. Committee chairmen were selected for each
of these areas of discussion. The Chairman of the
Program Committee was directed to obtain working
papers from each of the area chairmen and to have these
papers available for distribution and study prior to the
conference. these papers. which are appended to this
report, served as the basis of discussion at the various
conference sessions"Prlor to the conference copies of the
Sanitary Engineering Education Directory Were also
distributed to all conferees. This report was published in
January 1960 by the A.S.EJ,B, and was prepared under
the direction of Professor Gilbert H" Dunstan, former
Chainnan of A,S.E.LB, Education Committee, It was
also used as a working paper of the conference and is
ineluded in the Appendix of this report,

Plenary Session - Discussion of
Preliminary Reports

Committee Meetings
Committee on Basic Sciences

Plenary Session - Purposes and Aims
of Conference

Committee Meetings
1" Water Resources Engineering
2" Air Resources Engineering
3, Public Health Engineering
Committee on AC9!editation8:00 p,m.

2:00 p,m.

2:00 p,m.
8:00 p.m,

9:00 a.m.

10:00 a,m.

Conference Arrangements
A grant from the National Science Foundation made it
possible to pay the travel expenses of engineers and
scientists from universities and public health agencies.
as well as other expenses in running the study
conference, Dunster House of Harvard University was
selected as the meeting place and residential quarters for
the conferees. Members of the Arrangements Committee
were Professor James M. Symons and Mr. Irwin J.
Kugelman of M,LT, and Messrs, Robert S, Gemmel and
Walter J, Weber of Harvard,

Sponsorship of Conference
A desire to hold a conference of this naUlre was expressed
by :nany of f:he diplomates of the American Academy of
Sarutary Engmcers. The American Sanitary Engineering
Intersociety Board, which is the certification board for
the Academy. agreed to sponsor this conference and
declared that if should be held at Cambridge. Mass,. in
June, 1960" It was voted that the National Science
Foundation. Harvard University and the Massachusetts
Institute of Technology should be co·sponsors, A three·
man Steering Committee was designated to run the
conference. Thomas R. Camp. Chairman of the Board of
Trustees of A.S.E.I.B. was appointed conference
chairman, with Professor Gordon M. Fair of Harvard
designated as Chairman of the Program Committee and
Professor Rolf Eliassen of MJ.T. as chairman of the
Arrangements Committee.

Purpose of Conference
To bring together a group of about one hundred sanitary
engineers and scientists from field of education.
industry. consulting engineering. public health and
public works agencies to discuss and study means for
raising the educational standards of the sanitary
engineering profession and of meeting the diverse
requirements of the employers of sanitary engineers.

Wednesday. 29 June 1960Conference Program
The steering Committee was assisted by the A,S,EJ.B,
Committee on Education. under the chairmanship of
Pr?fes~or Harold B" Gotaas. in the selection of program
obJectIves. The wlde scope of responsibilities of the
sanitary engineering profession was divided into three
areas of educational curricula: water resources
eng.ineering, air resources engineering, and
envlfonrnental health.

9:00 a,m.

2:00 p,m.

Plenary Session - Discussion of
Final Reports

Plenary Session - Resolutions
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C.2 INTRODUCTORY REMARKS - T. R. CAMP (p2 of 2)

objective of such accreditation would be to correct the
above described situation.

In our recruitment of new personnel into sanitary
engineering practice. we must compete with private
industry or we will not get the best men or the numbers
we require. We can offer interesting and challenging
work; but so can many other fields of endeavor, some of
which are highly remunerative. Although most of the
vocational guidance literature on sanitary engineering is
slanted in favor of careers in government, the best
opportunities for creative endeavor and for advancement
in the sanitary engineering field are in private
engineering practice. The aforementioned report by
Buttice and Light on Sanitary Engineering Manpower
indicates a median income for self~employed sanitary
engineers which is 60% higher than the median income
for any other category. A review of the 1959 Roster of
the American Academy of Sanitary Engineers shows that
22.6% of all the diplomates are principals engaged in the
private practice of engineering. and 6.9% are employees
of engineering fIrms. It is probable that there are many
more young sanitary engineers employed by private
engineering firms who have not yet qualified for
certification by the A.S.E.I.B. According to the
aforementioned survey of Sanitary Engineering
Manpower. about 50% of the engineers who responded to
the questionnaire are employed by government. The
April 1960 "Scientific Manpower Bulletin" shows that
about 45% of the sanitary engineers in the National
Register of Scientific and Technical Personnel. 1956
1958, were listed as in industry. business or selfw
employed. In my judgment about 40% of all sanitary
engineers are in private engineering practice. either self
employed or employed by engineering firms. This field
of opportunity for future sanitary engineers is bound to
expand not only in the water-related fields but even more
rapidly in the air-related and radio logical health fields.
These facts should be fully exploited in vocational
guidance of high school and undergraduate engineering
students"

The latest figures indicate that the number of
candidates for the master's degrees in sanitary
engineering has dropped to 120 or less. 'The Sanitary
Engineering Education Directory, published in January
1960 by the A.S.E.I.B., reveals that there are 65
colleges and universities offering Master's degrees in
sanitary engineering or in civil engineering with
specialties in sanitary engineering. This indicates an
average of less than two candidates for the master's
degrees per institution. In my opinion this is academic
freedom gone wild. At least four to six staff members
should be required at any institution for adequate
instrUction in all of the disciplines required for any
specialty in the field of sanitary engineering. With such
a staff and the necessary laboratory equipment, it is
hardly economical to have less than 20 to 30 students
per year. If graduate curricula in sanitary engineering are
to be accredited, perhaps one

Further review of the Sanitary Engineering Education
Directory reveals that approximately 290 professors and
instructors in this country are engaged in teaching or
research in some aspect of sanitary engineering" Since
the total production of sanitary engineers from our
colleges and universities in one year is about 300.
including both baccalaureate and graduate degrees. there
is an equivalent of about one professor or teacher
working part time or full time for each recruit produced.
This seems to me to be highly uneconomical, in view of
the fact that substantially all of our colleges and
universities are hard put to it these days to secure enough
funds, and all of them are dependent in part upon the
taxpayer or endowments, a general reorganization should
be considered to reduce the number of persons teaching
sanitary engineering,

The American Sanitary Engineering Intersociety Board
is dedicated to the advancement of sanitary engineering"
The Board is therefore interested in improvement in the
training of sanitary engineers and improvement in the
quality and number of recruits to the field. We ask your
help in these endeavors"
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0.3 MINUTES OF MEETING OF MEMBERS PRO TEM IN CHICAGO,
DECEMBER 5, 1963 (p1 of 4)

AMERICAN ASSOCIATION OF PROFESSORS IN SANITARY ENGINEERING
Minutes of Meeting No. 3
La Salle Hotel, Chicago, Illinois, December 5, 1963

The third meeting of the American Association of Sanitary Engineering Professors was convened at 0820 in the
Douglas Room of the La Salle Hotel in Chicago on December 5. 1963. Chairman Pro-Tem Eo, A. Pearson opened the
meeting with a few welcoming conunents. Those present were: Cleasby, Bloodgood, Borchardt, Eckenfelder. Eliassen,
Engelbrech~ Gotaas. Gloyn., Kaufman. Kiker. McGauhey. McKee. O'Connor. Pearson. Rich. Rohlich. Schroepfer. and
Sylvester.

Professor Rohlich spoke on the general needs and possible functions of an organization of professors and noted that
other groups, including the deans of the Schools of Public Health, were able to make excellent use of their organization
in implementing their objectives. Professor Rohlich also mentioned the University Council on Hydrology as an
organization that would serve objectives quite similar to that of AASEP. Professor Rohlich read portions of a letter
from Dean Wendt of ASEE in which this organization offered its organization as a "horne" to the Sanitary Engineering
professors and indicated a willingness to work closely with us. Professor Rohlich also emphasized the point that some
functions now carried out by ASeE and ASEE might well overlap with those proposed for the AASEP organization.

Professor Kaufman (serving as Secretary Pro~Tem) reviewed the history and organizational progress of AASEP, and
commented briefly on the minutes of the September 9. 1963 meeting in Cincinnati and the October 10. 1963 meeting
in Seattle. Professor Kaufman also reviewed the major provisions of the document "The Case for an American
Association of Sanitary Engineering Professors" and read the statement of objectives as prepared by E. A, Pearson and
W. J. Kaufman, dated December 3. 1963.

Chairman Pro-Tern Pearson then declared all those present members "Pro~Tem" and proposed that the group discuss
the endorsement of the proposed AASEP and take formal action with regard to the formation of an Association" It was
moved and seconded that an association be formed and the matter was opened for discussion, It was observed by several
members that the proposed objectives and functions of AASEP overlapped to a considerable extent with those of
several existing organizations, particularly ASEE, ASEIB, and ASCE. Professor Gotaas noted that accreditation was
moving along rather satisfactorily, although schools are not requesting accreditation as rapidly as they should and
special assistance was necessary in order to accredit radiological health and air pollution programs. Professor Gotaas
also noted that there was an absence of money in ASEIB, and that if we would get behind this organization it would
accomplish many of the stated objectivesc He also noted that professors have constituted a majority on ASEIB, yet
progress admittedly has been slow. He questioned whether another professors' organization would do better. Professor
Eliassen observed that the Academy should be looked to as the working organization. Professor Gotaas also observed
that ASEffi is our home and we all could be members of iL

Professor McKee discussed each of the objectives as previously presented by Professor Kaufman, noting that a
majority of these could and should be handled by ASEID. He also noted that certain of the objectives are currently the
responsibility of ASEE, AWWA, and other organizations to which most of those present belongedo He observed that
the present home for international conferences was the Water Pollution Control Federation" Professor McKee
conducted a poll to determine the organizations to which those present belonged with the following results: ASCE~17;
ASEffi-l1; ASEE-I2; WPCF-18; AWWA-16; and APHA-9.

Professor McGauhey observed that objectives 7 and 9 of the "A Statement of Objectives" were generally good and
logical objectives for any organization and should not be criticized simply because they were also objectives of
organizations to which most of the group aheady belonged. He also observed that because we are currently members of
any other organizations. and generally minorities in these organizations. our impact can be suppressed if it should
develop to a point where it was bringing about significant changes in these organizations;, Professor O'Connor asked
whether an ad hoc committee could not function until it was clearly evident that an Association was necessary. There
appeared to be relatively little interest in the ad hoc concept. Professor O'Connor raised this question a second time
and Professor Rohlich and other indicated that the ad hoc committee would not give adequate support and continuity of
effort to the needs of the Sanitary Engineering profession"
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Professor Kiker, in answering the question raised by Professor O'Connor with regard to an ad hoc committee,
commented that there was little interest in ASEIB until it was actually incorporated and had begun to function 85 a
formal organization. He concluded that the same steps should be taken in the case of the Association.

Professor Sylvester proposed a twelfth objective as follows: The Associatio~ in addition to speaking and working
in its own interests, will endeavor to perfonn and cooperate with other professional and scientific organization on
problems of mutual concern.

Professor Bloodgood stressed that an organization was needed to coordinate work among the existing organizations
and Professor Sylvester noted that considering how busy all of us were, the Association might serve as a worthwhile
prod to insure that the many organizations to which we belong perform their functions properly and in sufficient time
to be effective. Professor Bloodgood also noted that the ASCE Board of Directors seldom had time to express our
interests and concluded that ASCE cannot do for us what needs to be done.

Professor Gloyna emphasized that we have yet to make ourselves felt. but that if professors could speak as a single
group they would be very effective in influencing the course of events. He also stressed the coordinating and prodding
function that the Association might perfonn.

Professor Engelbrecht stressed the fact that ASEIB does not accept non-engineers and in this regard could not
represent the entire profession as well as the proposed Association mighL He emphasized the importance of not
neglecting the non-engineering group which would include those from the biological sciences and from chemistry.

Professor Schroepfer called for the question. Of the 18 individuals present. 14 voted in favor, 1 voted against.. and 2
abstained... Chairman Pro-Tern Pearson ruled that the Association was now established, .

Chairman Pro-Tern Pearson proposed that the meeting continue by either: 1) electing officers or 2) by considering
the Bylaws. Professor Schroepfer moved and it was seconded, that the group consider the Bylaws as revised by
Professor McKee. Professor McKee then moved that we consider the Bylaws the flIst order of business" This motion
was seconded and passed unanimously. The McKee motion was actually an amendment to the motion by Professor
Schroepfer and the question was then raised with regard to the Schroepfer motion (consideration of the ~dop!ion of Lhe
Bylaws was modified by McKee), The motion was passed wirh one dissenting vote.

Professor McKee then moved the adoption of the revised set of ByLaws indicating that we could then consider each
article of the Bylaws and revise them by amendments to his basic motion. His motion was seconded and the group
proceeded to examine the Bylaws. A recess was called until 10:20,

On reconvening some discussion was devoted to whether we should consider Article I and Article IT or whether the
group should proceed to a discussion to Article ill concerned with membership. The Chairman Pro-Tern ruled that we
would consider Articles I and IT at a later lime and proceeded to appoint a committee to review and prepare a revised
Statement of Objectives to appear as Article IT of the Bylaws. Professor Rohlich was chainnan of the committee and its
members included Professors Gloyna, Borchardt, Eliassen, Kaufman, Engelbrecht, and Sylvester.

The members t.~en proceeded to consider ;\,rticlc m. "Membership." Professor Kauf:m~"1 raised a question with regard
to the desirability of the several classes of members and proposed that there be only one category, that of full regular
members. A motion was made to amend Articles 3,03 and 3.04 so as to delete reference to associate and affiliate
members. The motion was duly seconded and after a brief discussion received a passing vote of 13 with no dissenting
votes.

Professor Rohlich made a motion to delete Articles 3,01, 3.02 and to introduce a 3.01 in which references to
associate and aff1liate members would be deleted. The motion was seconded and passed. The motion and revised 3.01
was as follows:

"Members shall be reserved to those of professorial rank in the fields of sanitary engineering, air and water
resources, environmental health engineering, or related programs at educational institutions"" This motion served to
replace the above provision with regard to membership instead of that appearing as 3.01 and 3,02 in the original text
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E.2 AAPSE STRUGGLE

(LETTER 2: McKee to Professors, p1 of 2)

CALIFORNIA INSTITUTE OF TECHNOLOGY
PASADENA, CALIFORNIA 91109

W. M. Keck Laboratory of
Environmental Health Engineering

30 December 1963
MEMORANDUM

ro: Professors in Sanitary Engineering and Other
Interested Parties

RE: American Association of Professors in Sanitary Engineering

Many of you have been, or soon will be, invited to join the American Association of Professors in Sanitary
Engineering (AAPSE), The decision to join or not to join must rest with you. It should be based on as much
background as possible" Your collective action may turn out to be a force for good in engineering education; or it may
have serious repercussions" As a consequence, I suggest that you weigh all factors carefully before reaching a decisiono

The organization of sanitary engineering professors into some sort of a cohesive group had been discussed for several
years. It was not until 6 September 1963. however. that defInitive action Was taken. On that date five engineers met in
Cincinnati and declared the American Association of Sanitary Engineering Professors to be formed" Professor Pearson
was selected as Chainnan pro~tem. Professors Gloyna. RiCh. and Burgess as Vice Chainnan pro-tern, and Professor
Kaufman as Sec.-Treas, pro-tern. A second preliminary meeting involving nine sanitary engineers was held in Seattle
on 10 October 1963. At that time, plans were made for a formal organizational meeting to be held in Chicago on 5 & 6
December 1963, with a selected list of 26 invitees. Several leaders in the field were conspicuously omitted from the
list of invitees.

In the meantime, Dr. Kurt Wendt, President of the American Society for Engineering Education (ASEE) and Dean of
Engineering at Wisconsin, learned of the proposed organization and wrote a fme letter to professor Rohlich and others
imploring the sanitary engineering professors not to establish a separate association apart from ASEE. He suggested
the formation of a special committee on sanitary engineering within ASEE, with considerable latitude of action and
expression. He offered the full support and cooperation of ASEE for such a committee.

Although I did not participate in the preliminary meetings at Cincinnati and Seattle, I was one of 18 professors present
at the formal organizational meeting in Chicago on 5 December 1963. Chairman Pearson declared all of us "members
pro-tern" so that action could be taken to adopt Bylaws, elect Directors, and conduct oilier business. Formal
membership, qu~te obviously, had to await adoption of the Bylaws and establishment of criteria for eligibility.

Dr. Kurt Wendt's letter was read and discussed briefly, but it wasn't given much support. Professors Pearson and
Kaufman presented a proposed "Statement of Objectives" containing eleven specific items. I discussed these
objectives one by one and pointed out that each in turn was a logical function of ASEE, ASEIB. ECPD, ASCE, AWWA,
and/or WPCF, On that basis, I maintained that there should be no need for AAPSE, especially if each professor would
join and support existing societies and work for these objectives through the committee structUre of such
organizations. Only 12 of the 18 participating professors, for example. were members of ASEE. Finally, Professor
Pearson asked for a motion to endorse the fonnation of AAPSE. It received 15 affmnative votes and one negative vote
while two of us abstained. There~after, Bylaws were adopted and the way was cleared for formal organization.

A nine-man Board of Directors was elected from among those present (namely, Gloyna, Kaufman. Pearson,
Engelbrecht, O'Connor. Rich Borchardt, Rohlich. and Sylvester). I declined to be nominated. The Board then met and
elected Pearson as President, Gloyna as V.P., and Kaufman as Sec.-Treas. The board continued to meet while the rest of
us went home.
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(LETTER 3: Pearson's Rebuttal, p3 of 3)

As to the likelihood of the Association doing more harm than good to the academic side of sanitary engineering, I do
not share your concern or suspicion. Obviously. what is done by the Association will depend upon the will of its
members as expressed through an elected Board of Directors. I am idealistic enough to believe that action. taken in a
completely democratic manner and as precisely spelled out in the By-Laws, by people of the caliber of the elected
Board and the members of the Association to date will be of great benefit to the profession. Certainly. I as an
individual would prefer to rely on the influence and collective judgment of a prominent group of educators in our field
than on lhe occasional personal pressure by one or two individuals.

I sincerely hope that you will consider the Association in a fair and open fashion and that we soon shall have the
benefit of both the pleasure and leadership that your association with AAPSE can provide. I can assure you that my
efforts are directed in a singular fashion to do all I can to benefit the sanitary engineering education profession.
Moreover, I know of no one in the organization to date who does not also have this fundamental objective.

With best personal regards, I am

Sincerely,

Earman A. Pearson
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(LETTER 5: Gloyna to McKee on Problems of Profession, p2 of 2)

I hope that you will reconsider yo~ action.

Sincerely,

Eamest F. Gloyn.
Professor.
Environmental Health Engineering
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F.1 STEADY STATE AAPSE/AEEP

(DOC 1: AAPSE Objectives, p2 of 2)

5. The Association provides an information service that keeps its membership informed on developments in the
field of natural resources at the national and local levels-

AAPSE is producing currently two regular publications to keep its members and interested parties informed on
the activities of the academic community. This is accomplished by regular publication of the AAPSE
Newsletter. Members are kept infonncd about the activity in government at both the federal and state level
by regular publications of the AAPSE LEGISLATIVE NEWS. A related publication activity of AAPSE will be
maintaining current the Register of Academic Programs in Sanitary Engineering which has just been released.

6. The Association will establish policies on matters involving the interests of the sanitary engineering
profession and the functions of those pertinent professional and scientific societies in which the water
quality management is of a significant concern.

AAPSE has been active and influential in focusing the a.cademic community's attention at each of its
member's institutions, and in fact in all institutions participating in the Register of Sanitary Engineering
Programs, on the educational and research programs in water quality managemenL AAPSE has also been
active in increasing participation of biologists and chemists in the traditional engineer-dominated field of
waste disposal and water quality management.

7. The association serves at the U.S. base for international research and educational interests directly related to
sanitary engineering education and research.

As of January 1967. AAPSE will be one of the official sponsors of the USA National Commitlee for the
International Association on Water Pollution Research. Professor Eckenfelder (AAPSE Board Member) was
the fIrst President of IAWPR and Professor Pearson (AAPSE's first President) is eurrentlv President of IAWPR"
It is hoped that individual members of AAPSE will playa prominent role in the editorial review and referee
process for the neW International Journal on Water Research,

AAPSE is currently an agent in developing a.cademic visitation programs for distinguished foreign engineers
and scientists in water quality management
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AEEP PUBLICATIONS . 1964·1988

Cooper, R. C .. Aquatic Microbiology Laboratory Manual. AEEP, c/o Desmond F, Lawler. Dept. of Civil Engineering,
ECY 8.6. The University of Texas at Austin, Austin, TX 78712, 1978.

Crittenden. J. C. (ed). Computer Software Manual. AEEP. Dept. of Civil Engineering. Michigan Technological
University. First Edition. June 1976. with five 5-1/4" diskettes (184 pp).

DiGiano. F. A., and Clesceri. N. L". Fundamental Research Needs for Water and Wastewater Systems, Proceedings of
AEEP/NSF Conference at Arlington. AEEP, c/o Desmond F. Lawler. DepL of Civil Engineering. ECY 8..6, The
University of Texas at Austin, Austin, TX 78712, 1980.

Dunstan, G. R.• et al .• Register of Graduate Programs in the Field of Sanitary Engineering Education. EElli and AAPSE.
June 1966 (359 pp.)

Eckhoff. P. W. (ed), Environmenuillmpact and Linkages. AEEP, Charleston, South
Carolina, December 19-20. 1974 (5 chapt).

Heinke, Go W., Interdisciplinary Education Programmes for Environmental Engineers,
Proceedings of Seventh Annual AAPSE Workshop, Toronto. 8-10 August, 1972 (167 pp).

Jenkins. D.• Snoeyink. Y. L, Ferguson. J. F., and Leckie, J. 0 .. AAPSE Water Chemistry Laberatory Manual. AAPSE.
August 1972 (9 chapt).

Jenkins. D., Snoeyink, Y. L.• Ferguson. J. F., and Leckie, J 0 .• AAPSE Water Chemistry Laberatory Manual, AAPSE,
August 1973 (9 chapt).

Kaufman, W. J.• and Middlebrooks. E.. J.• An Evaluation of Sanitary Engineering Education, AAPSE, January 1970 (47
pp).

Keinath, R. M., Wanielista, M. P.• (eds). Mathematical Modeling in Environmental Engineering, Proceedings Eighth
Annual Workshop. Nassau, Bahamas. December 18-22. 1972 (509 pp).

Klosky. J. D. (ed). Register of Environmental Engineering Graduate Programs, AAEE and AEEP, July. 1974 (511 pp)..

Middlebrooks, E. J" (ch), Trends and Professional Manpower Production Capabilities in
USA Educationallnstitutions, OWP-EPA and AAPSE, June 1972 (27 pp).

MiddlebrookS. E. 1.. Proposed Policy on Manpower Needs for Environmental Engineering, AEEP. no date. c.1973.

Middlebrooks. E. J., An Evaluation of Environmenuil Engineering Education. AAEE and AEEP, February 1975 (26 pp).

O'Connor, J. To, Environmental Engineering Unit Operations and Unit Processes Laboratory Manual, AEEP, c/o
Desmond F. Lawler. Dept, of Civil Engineering. ECY 8.6. The University of Texas at Austin. Austin. TX 78712, Third
Ed. 1984.

Patterson, J. W. and Minear, R, A., Proceedings Fourth Conference on Enviroruncntal Engineering Education, June 19~

21. 1980, Toronto. AEEP. c/o Desmond F. Lawler, Dept. of Civil Engineering, ECY 8.6. The University of Texas at
Austin. Austin, TX 78712, 1980.

Pipes, W.O.• Consulting Sanitary Engineering Practice, Proceedings of Fifth Annual Workshop of AAPSE. at
Northwestern University, Evanston, June 24-26, 1970 (16 chapt).









8. CORRESPONDENCE (2) AAPSE Provisional Board Meeting;
O'Hare, Chicago, Illinois, May 22,

(1) 1963-1967 Membership 1965
Correspondence and Commiuee

(3) AAPSE Board Meeting; Atlantic City,
(2) 1964-1966 AAPSE General New Jersey, October 12-13, 1965

CorresJX:>ndence
4. 1966 BOARD MEETINGS

9. KAUFMAN FILE
(1) AAPSE Board Meeting; Washington,

(1 ) 1973 AEEP, reo Kaufman Death. D,C., January I, 1966
November 10. 1973

(2) AAPSE Agenda Items; January 19. 1966
10. AAPSE TO AEEP for January 24-26. 1966

(1) 1973 AAPSE/AEEP Name Change (3) AAPSE Board Meeting; Washington,
Legal D.C., January 25-26, 1966

II. PRESIDENT'S MESSAGES (4) AAPSE Board Meeting; Lafayette,
Indiana, May 4, 1966

(1 ) 1964 1967, 1971, 1973-
AAPSE/AEEP President's Message (5) AAPSE Board Meeting; Munich,

Germany, September 6, 1966
12. COMMITTEES

(6) AAPSE Board Meeting; Kansas City,
(1) 1963-1975 AAPSE/AEEP Commillee Missouri, September 77, 1966

Structure and Members
(7) AAPSE Agenda; Washington, DC,

(2) 1976-1980 AEEP Committee December I, 1966
Structure and Members

5. 1967 BOARD MEETINGS

(1 ) AAPSE Board Meeting; Purdue
University, May 2, 1967

3. BOARD MINUTES (blue)
(2) AAPSE Mjn1Jte~; Atla.11rk: City. New

Jersey, June 7, 1967

I. 1963·1966 BOARD MEETINGS
(3) AAPSE Board Meeting; Evanston,

(1) AAPSE Board Minutes (1 set) - Meeting Illinois, August 27, 1967

from September 6, 1963 through
(4) AAPSE Board Meeting; Washington,January 1966

D.C, November 1967

(2) AAPSE Board Minutes (duplicate set) -
6. 1968 BOARD MEETINGSMeetings #1-10, December 5, 1963 -

September 27, 1966
(1) AAPSE Board Meeting; Purdue

2. 1964 BOARD MEETINGS University, May 6, 1968

(1) AAPSE Board Meeting: Salt Lake City, (2) AAPSE Board Meeting; September

Utah, May 12, 1964 1968

(2) AAPSE Board Meeting: Tokyo, Japan, (3) AAPSE Board Meeting; Washington,

August 25-26, 1964 D,C., December 15, 1968

(3) AAPSE Board Meeting; Bal Harbour, 7. 1969 BOARD MEETINGS

Florida, September 29, 1964
(1 ) AAPSE Board Meeting; Purdue

3. 1965 BOARD MEETINGS University, May 5, 1969

(1) AAPSE Board Meeting; Chicago, (2) AAPSE Board Meeting; Dallas, Texas,

DIinois, February 18-19, 1965 October 6, 1969
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(6) 1970-1971 AAPSE Awards Committee, (14) 1975 AEEP Education Commirtee
1970-1971

(15) 1975 AEEP Committee on Teaching
(7) 1972 AAPSE Awards Committee, 1972 Methodology

(8) 1973 Engineering Science Award (16) 1975 AEEP Committee for Educational
Aids

(9) 1973 AEEP Awards Committee, 1973
(17) 1975-1976 AEEP Undergraduate

(10) 1975 AEEP Awards Cummittee Environmental Engineering Committee

5. BYLAWS (18) 1976 AEEP Education Committee
Report

(1) 1966 AAPsE Bylaws Review
Committee (19) 1977 AEEP Undergraduate

Environmental Engineering Committee
(2) 1976 Bylaws and Organization Ad Hoc

Committee 7. ELIGIBILITY

(3) 1981 Revision Proposed (1) 1976 AAPSE Eligibility Conunittee

6. EDUCATION (2) 1968 AAPSE Eligibility Conunittee

(1) 1965 AAPSE Education Questionnaire (3) 197,3 AAPSE Eligibility Conunittee
(Sylvester Conunittee)

8. LABORATORY MANUALS
(2) 1966-1967 AAPSE Education

Committee (1 ) 1969-197 Laboratory Chemistry
Conuninee (Unit Processes and Unit

(3) 1967 AAPSE Task Committee "Role of Operation Lab Manual)
Sanitary Engineering in Environmental
Engineering" (2) 1974 Chemistry Manual

(4) 1968 AAPSE Educational Resources 9. LEGISLATIVE ANALYSIS
Committee

(1 ) 1964-1965 AAPSE Legislative News
(5) 1970 AAPSE Ad Hoc Committee

"Role of AAPSE in Training (2) 1964-1966 AAPSE Legislative Action
Operatorsrrechnicians for
EnvironmentalWork" (3) 1964-1966 Legislative Analysis

Committee
(6) 1970 AAPSE Education Committee

Report (4) 1964-1966 AAPSE Legislative New and
Legislative Analysis Committee

(7) 1971-1972 AAPSEAd Hoc Educational
Policy Committee (5) 1965-1966 AAPSE "Legislative

News"I"Legislative Analysis Bulletin"
(8) 1971 AAPsE Ad Hoc Educational

Policy Committee Report (6) 1965-1966 AAPSE Legislative
Analysis Committee

(9) 1972 Education Committee on
Accreditation Policy (7) 1968 AAPSE Government Agency

Liaison Committee
(10) 1973-1974 AEEP Graduate Training

Support Committee (8) 1968 AAPSE Legislative Analysis
Committee

(11) 1973 AEEP Education Commiuee
Correspondence (9) 1969 AAPSE Legislative Analysis

Committee, re: National Water
(12) 1974 AEEP Education Committee Resources Objectives

(13) 1974 AEEP Undergraduate (10) 1970-1971 AAPSE Legislative
Environmental Engineering Committee Analysis






















